Ballerina
Doll Pattern

By Cassity
© Remodelaholic.com

This pattern is copyrighted. It may not be reproduced, distributed or sold. Please credit any use of this pattern to Remodelaholic.com. Thank you.
DOLL PATTERN INDEX

A. - face/back of head x2
B. - front of hair x1
B1. - bun x2
C. - back of hair x1
D. - upper body x2
E. - (opt.) V-neck x2
F. - arms w/opt. sleeves x4
G. - lower body x2
H. - upper leg x4
I. - front of sock x2
J. - back of sock x2
K. - front of shoe x4
L. - back of shoes x2
M. - skirt x1

See notes on pattern

Fold
9" x approx. 40"
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A. face/back of head x2
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B1. bun x 2
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B. front hair x 1
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C. back of hair x1
D. upper body x2
leotard fabric

E. for optional V-neck leotard cut
1 D. piece in skin tone,
2 V-neck shirt pieces
1 D. piece in leotard fabric.

G. lower body x2

leave open for stuffing
H. upper leg

leave seam open

I. front of sock

x2

J. back of sock

x2

K. front of shoe

x4

M. back of shoe

x2

F. (opt.) sleeve

x4

note: if you choose not to use sleeve just cut arm as one piece in flesh tone fabric.

F. arm

x4

insert lace for shoe tie

shoe tie